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Examination of the necessity of complete wetting near critical points
in systems with long-range forces
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Cahn s general argument for complete wetting in the vicinity of critical points is critically reviewed.
Critical-point wetting does occur in systems with short-range (exponentially decaying) forces. %henever
short-range forces favor wetting, while at the same time there is a tendency towards drying due to weak
long-range (algebraically decaying) forces, neither critical-point wetting nor drying takes place. In this case
the thickness of the partial wetting layer diverges as the bulk correlation length upon approach of the critical
point.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the general
validity of the arguments, presented originally by Cahn, '

that indicate that complete wetting always occurs in the vi-
cinity of critical points: critical-point wetting. The main
results are the. following. In systems with short-range forces
we do, as predicted by Cahn, find critical-point wetting.
However, the presence of forces of long range (in the sense
of algebraic decay at large distances) may inhibit a wetting
transition. These forces generate effective interactions
between interfaces that can, together with opposing short-
range interactions, prevent complete wetting. Under these
circumstances, one has a partial wetting layer of thickness
proportional to the bulk correlating length, so that the criti-
cal point itself is a point of continuous wetting

In a container with two coexisting phases a and p, the
wall in general will preferentially adsorb one- of the two
phases, say o.. This phase completely its the wall if a
macroscopically thick layer of o. spontaneously intrudes
between p and the wall. On the other hand, if only a mi-
croscopically thin film of the o. phase forms at the wall, this
is called incomplete ~etting. In terms of the contact angle 8
of a macroscopic droplet of the o, phase in contact with the
wall, 0 & 8 ( m is incomplete wetting, and 8=0 is complete
wetting. If it is necessary to make the distinction, the term
drying is used, where the roles of n and p are interchanged,
and 8~ m —8.

The preferential adsorption of one of the phases at the
wall can be modeled in terms of a local field hl (used in the
general sense) acting strictly at the wall. Let n be favored
for hl & 0, and p for hl ( 0. Now imagine an infinite con-
tainer and consider the surface 1ayer bounded by the wa11 on
one side, and by the o. bulk phase infinitely far away on the
other side. The surface tension associated with the wall
under these conditions is denoted o-, .likewise, o-& is de-
fined as the surface tension if the bulk phase is p. For
small boundary fields hl, and if.the system is sufficiently far
away from the critical point (in a sense to be made more
precise below), the surface layer will not qualitatively differ
from the case hi=0, as illustrated in Fig. 1. One can then

op 0 +2hlml 0 +~lhllt I (2)

where pl is the critical exponent that governs the vanishing,
as a function of temperature, of the surface order parameter
for h1=0; 81& 0 is a constant. Note that Eq. (2) features

m(z) ii

hq &0

FIG. 1. Order parameter m vs distance z of the wa11-o. surface for
small surface fields hl & 0, hl = 0 (dashed line), and h& ( 0.

attempt to expand

~.(h, ) = o o
—h 1m 1,

and

o.e(hl) = oo+ hlml

where ml is the absolute value of the density conjugate to
hl, i.e., the surface order parameter. For simplicity, we
have assumed symmetry with respect to interchange of the
two phases. Let m be the bulk order parameter which takes
on the value m and mtl in the a and p phases, respectively.
For small fields h~, typical profiles of the density versus z,
the distance from the wall, are shown in Fig. 1. Of course,
even for h 1

——0 (dashed curve) the order parameter in the
bulk deviates from its magnitude at the wall, where the or-
dering generally is weaker.

Let T, be the critical temperature of the system. Here the
a and p phases become identical. The temperature devia-
tion away from the critical point is denoted t = (T —T, )/T, .
For sma11 t one has
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the surface critical exponent P~ (Ref. 4) in contrast to the
earlier literature, where it is assumed that a- —o-& is pro-
portional to the bulk order parameter close to the critical
point, and thus would behave as lt lp. Under a spatial re-

scaling of the system with a scale factor b, one has t . b Tt,

yT being the thermal critical exponent, and further
I

h~ b "h~, with yH the surface field exponent. In terms
of these exponents, the singular part of the surface tension
cr „„~satisfies the scaling equation

Ia,;„~(t hg) = b' der, „„g(b t b h(), (3)

assuming a d —1 dimensional surface of a d dimensional
system. If follows immediately that P~ = (d —I —

yH ) lyT.
The interface between the a. and P phases has an inter-

face tension, denoted by o- &, which satisfies the inequality

(a)
fTII3—

m{z))
hq) 0

ITlg—

(b)
h, „O

z

I a a harp I irap (4)

Namely, suppose to the contrary that e.g. , a& ) o. p+ (T .
Under these circumstances, as the usual argument goes, the
wall-P profile would be unstable against the formation of a
compound structure consisting of the conjunction of a wall-

oi surface and an a-P interface at infinity.
On approach of the critical point the iJ, pinterface te-nsion

vanishes as

8)h) )Mltl " (6)

In other words, for any small, but fixed value of h~, Eq. (6)
defines a temperature region around the critical point,
where the order-parameter profile undergoes a qualitative
change. It differs from the profile for hi=0 by more than
just the small perturbation assumed in Eq. (2). In this re-
gion, if the wall preferentially adsorbs the o. phase, the sum
of the surface free energies of a wall-n surface and an a, -p
interface is less than the surface tension clap as given by Eq.
(2). One might conclude that where Eq. (6) holds there is
complete wetting. However, this conclusion is warranted
only if there are no other, partial wetting configurations
which have a lower free energy yet.

A potential candidate of the latter is the following. The
thermodynamically stable profile in the regime defined by
Eq. (6) could in principle consist of a wall-a. surface and an
n /3 interface at a fin-ite (microscopic) rather than at an in-
finite (macroscopic) distance g from the wall, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. Such a structure is physically well defined as long
as g is greater than the width of the core of the oi Pinter--
face, which typically is of order g. In this case, let us write

harp (()= a. + (r p+ 4f(()
where Af (() & 0 represents the effective interaction
between the wall-a. surface and the n-P interface at a
separation g. The crossover between the regimes where

where M is a positive amplitude and p, = (d —1)/yT, which
follows immediately from the fact that the interface tension
satisfies an equation of the same form as Eq. (3), with.
ht=0. The relation for Pq given above immediately yields

Pq & p, since the surface field is a relevant variable (in the
renormalization group sense), i.e., yH &0. As a conse-
quence, a p vanishes more rapidly than I a —a pl as given
by Eq. (2), so that from Eq. (4) it follows that Eq. (2)
breaks down if

FIG. 2. (a) The wa11-P profile changes over to (b) a combination
of a wall-o. profile and an e-P interface at a finite distance g & (.

Eqs. (2) and (7) are appropriate is possible without any
phase transition whatsoever. However, a

'

(generically first-
order) thin film to -thick film ph-ase transition might occur.
Whether a transition to complete wetting occurs or not
depends on the behavior of the microscopic interactions at
large distances, as we shall now discuss in detail.

Let us explicitly consider a system with long-range forces
where n.either critical-point wetting nor drying takes place.
In a phenomenological description of the interactions of the
system with the wall we introduce two fields. In the first
place, there is the surface field hi, as before. It describes
the interactions in range of a few A. Secondly, there is a
field h~„ that describes the net effect of the long-range
forces. It has an algebraic dependence on distance:
h~„(z) =az ", for z ) g. For van der Waals forces oi=3
(nonretarded; thin films) or co=4 (retarded; thick films).
Suppose that h~, &0, so that the long-range field favors the
P phase, and at the same time h~ )0, favoring the u phase
close to the wall. Moreover, we suppose that h~, is suffi-
ciently weak that Eq. (2) holds far from the critical point, so
that a & a.p. Now consider an a-P interface at a distance
g from the wall, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Due to the pres-
ence of hi, the n-p-like interface has an interface tension
lower than at infinite distance from the wall by an amount
of order

OO

az "m dz —am g'

where m is the absolute value of the bulk order parameter.
In fact, due to the long-range forces, the interface develops
algebraically decaying tails at distances much larger than its
width which is of order g. This effect contributes to the
surface tension by an amount negligable compared to the
contribution given in Eq. (8).

Due to the presence of the 1ong-range field hi, the inter-
face will be attracted to the wall. However, at distances
closer to the wall than of order $, appreciable distortion of
the interface sets in. This results in an effective repulsion
and an increase of surface free energy of order e ~~~. We
conclude that in equilibrium the n Pinterface wi-ll be at a
distance from the wall greater than, but comparable to, the
bulk correlation length. The corresponding decrease in sur-
face free energy b f will be of order amp' ". As a conse-
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quence, incomplete wetting persists all the way up to the
critical point. Here, complete wetting takes place continu-
ously with an o.-phase wetting layer that diverges in thick-
ness like the bulk correlation length.

If only short-range (exponentially decaying) forces are
present, the effective repulsion of order e ~ ~ will ultimately
dominate upon approach of the critical point. In this case
there is critical-point wetting.

Of course, only as long as o- ( a-p, does it make sense to
consider the question whether o, wets the wall. That is, as
soon as this condition, which via Eq. (7) is equivalent to
—Af (() & o. p, is violated we would have to consider the
possibility of complete drying. Indeed, there are two possi-
ble ways in which this may happen. In the first place, the
amplitude a of the long-range field h1„could be sufficiently
big so as to change the nature of the wall, i.e., causing pre-
ferential adsorption of p rather than n. In this case, drying
will result as there are no opposing long-range forces. The
other possibility is that the amplitude a is arbitrarily small
but the algebraic decay of the field is too slow. Then the
stability breaks down of the profile, as shown in Fig. 3(a),
connecting the wall with a bulk phase ot. Indeed, as soon as
—Af (() & 2o. &, this profile is unstable against the forma-
tion of two n Pinte-rfaces. Again a p-phase drying layer,
excluding n from contact with the wall, is precipitated, as
shown in Fig. 3(b). Clearly, the condition to avoid this in-

stability is Iamb'' "I o p, i.e. , ~ &yH, using &
—

I tl
and m —

I tl~, with P=(d —yH)/yr. For van der Waals
forces the condition co &yH is satisfied: co=3 or 4, and
yH & 3 for continuous transitions in three dimensions.

Remark that the condition that cv )pH is required in or-
der that the thickness of the wetting layer diverge with

I tl . That is, at the n-p interface there is an order-
—1/y T

ing field of order h~, (g). To obtain the temperaturelike
divergence of g nevertheless, the requirement is h~,

=O(ItI r) which at once yields cu &yH. This follows
from the scaling form of the correlation length:
4=ltl &(&Itl " ), where Xcan be Taylor expanded—I/y Tyielding ItI T as the dominant singularity, as long as

IhI '"« IrI ".
The competition between short- and long-range forces

that may suppress critical-point wetting can be studied ex-
perimentally. Dixon, Schlossman, %'u, and Franck have
studied adsorption profiles of a critical binary mixture of ni-
tromethane and carbon disulfide on differently prepared
borosilicate glass substrates. In terms of the surface field
h~, the preparation of the surface determines its sign. A hy-
droxylated, polar surface preferentially adsorbs the polar ni-
tromethane molecules at short range. This we choose to

m(z3 I[ q„&0
mn

z

m(z) )I
h)&O

m(, ~
il

hie~ 0

//

Z

FIG. 3. (a) A wall-n interface becomes unstable and (b) two o.-P
interfaces spontaneously form; one at z & ( and the other at
infinity.
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identify with h~ (0. The methylated substrate shows the
opposite behavior, i.e., it favors carbondisulfide: h~ ) 0.
At large distances, irrespective of the surface preparation,
the long-range forces always lead to a greater relative ad-
sorption of nitromethane: h1„(0. Indeed, in very recent
experiments it has been observed that in the case of a
methylated substrate, complete wetting does not occur be-
fore the critical point is reached.

Finally, remark that there exist long-range forces of
cooperative, rather than of microscopic nature. In addition
to the van der %aals forces referred to so far, cooperative
long-range forces are present in a partial wetting layer under
thermodynamic conditions such that an infinitely thick layer
would be critical. The incipient long-range correlations in
such a near-critical wetting layer give rise to a long-range
potential which depends on its thickness z as z, with an
amplitude typically of the same order as, or greater than,
that due to van der Waals forces. '
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